PocketbikeWorld.com is the most visited Pocketbike / Minimoto site in the world.

Pocketbike World, ([www.pocketbikeworld.com](http://www.pocketbikeworld.com)) a US based pocketbike/minimoto website devoted to the growing US pocketbike/minimoto racing community has become the most visited pocketbike/minimoto site in the field according to world Alexa.com ([www.alexacom](http://www.alexacom)).

(PRWEB) December 2, 2003 -- Alexa.com, owned by Amazon.com and powered by Google.com, is a world recognized company that provides the average ranking of websites based on the number of visitors to a particular website over a three (3) month period. This tool allows the visitor to a particular site to compare website popularity.

Robert Basil owner/operator of Pocketbike World states: "Pockebike/Minimoto racers need to be smart about where to get the truth our growing sport. The community has spoken through our current traffic sats that the place to get that information is the Pocketbike World community and it's members. Others may state that they are the #1 pocketbike/minimoto website on the Internet, but we let the unbiased stats from Alexa.com speak the truth for us."

"The Pocketbike World community was born less than 18 months ago and we are thrilled to become more popular than all other pocketbike/minimoto websites (including manufacturer sites) in such a short time."
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.